SiteGlo™ Installation Instructions
1. SiteGlo is flammable. No smoking. Make sure your work area is
well ventilated and there are no open flames around. Treat it like you
would nail polish.
2. SiteGlo is intended to be a permanent solution, and not easily
removed. Test the paint on scrap metal, etc to ensure you are
comfortable using it and it has the effects you want before applying to
your gun’s sights. Removal of SiteGlo may require using strong
solvents or paint stripper and could damage your weapon’s finish. We
will not be able to advise you on the removal of our product.
3. Prepare the surface to be painted. Surface MUST be free of all
cleaning solvents and gun oil.
4. Stir the vial of SiteGlo with metal or wooden applicator. This
product settles and stirring is MANDATORY upon receipt:
a. Some “Skin” may be on the top of product below cap. This is
normal, and demonstrates how SiteGlo reacts to air to cure.
Simply open discard this skin with nail. Good product is
underneath.
b. Ensure the bottom of vial is stirred well as the glow portion will
settle to bottom with time. Stir until you get a consistent,
creamy yellow-green paste. It is now ready for application.
5. Using the applicator, apply a small dab to the area to be painted.
6. Clean up immediately with standard paint thinner (mineral spirits)
7. After painting, rest weapon area upright so the paint does not run until
drying (overnight).
8. Note that after 12-24 hours the paint will “dry” meaning the solvents
will leave the film and it will begin to harden.
9. This chemistry also has a secondary “curing” mechanism which does
not begin until after painting and continues until ~7 days after painting
when full hardness and chemical resistance is achieved.
10. The level and duration of the glow is dependant on light exposure, but
even 30 seconds of a flashlight directly to paint will amaze you.
11.Tell your friends! You now have the brightest sights on the
planet!

Disclaimer: SiteGlo is not responsible for any damage to firearms or persons in use
of product. User assumes all risk in product use. SiteGlo should be considered a
permanent paint and is not easily removed once applied.

